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Volume 2                                 Books of Poetry                                                Proverbs 4:7        

 

 

“Wisdom is the principle thing; therefore, get wisdom; and with all your getting, get 

understanding.”  Proverb 4:7 

 

Say it out loud, “Wisdom is the principle thing!”  

 

Now, say it again! “Wisdom is the principle thing!” 

 

We are deceived when we believe that we must have this or that to be successful. The 

“this and that’s” are not primary to our success, they are all secondary to all that you 

really need. Say it again – say it out loud… loud enough to hear yourself saying it… 

 

“Wisdom is the principle thing!” 

 

Need more money?  Perhaps? ...but wisdom is the principle thing. Has a relationship that 

is precious to you been broken?  What do you need?  Counseling? Maybe? …but one 

thing you need is certain – you need wisdom.  Not sure what career move to make?  

Some seem to know instinctively or they mindlessly fall into a perfect career, but most 

just plod through life hoping things will work out and they end up in dead end jobs with 

no passion or enjoyment from their work.  You need wisdom – it is the principle thing! 

 

It came in a dream – Solomon asking God for wisdom. Don’t you see?  This must come 

as a dream comes – by the purpose and plan of God. It comes by His direct revelation 

into your life.  We know that one word from God will radically change our life and its 

circumstances, but we can so easily get lost in the routine of life and therefore miss or 

overlook our need for wisdom.  It can seem nobler to work hard rather than to work 

smart, but with wisdom’s partnership, hard, smart work will accomplish astonishing 

amounts.   

 

“Wisdom is the principle thing; therefore, get wisdom!”  We understand what it means to 

be tired, we understand what it means to struggle. We understand what these things are, 

but Son, do we understand that we need wisdom? “Therefore, get wisdom!”  And in all 

your getting, get wisdom, get the mind of God, and get understanding!   

 

Selah! 

 


